Effective segmentation and classification of tumor on liver MRI and CT images using multi-kernel K-means clustering.
Our proposed research technique intends to provide an effective liver magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) scan image classification which would play a significant role in medical dataset especially in feature selection and classification. There are a number of existing research works classifying the liver tumor disease. Early detection of liver tumor will help the patients to get cured rapidly. Our proposed research focuses on the classification of medical images with respect to the classification technique artificial neural network (ANN) to classify an image as normal or abnormal. In the pre-processing step, the input image is selected from the database and adaptive median filtering is used for noise removal. For better enhancement, histogram equalization (HE) is done in the noise-removed images. In the pre-processed images, the texture feature such as gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and statistical features are extracted. From the extensive feature set, optimal features are selected using the optimal kernel K-means (OKK-means) clustering algorithm along with the oppositional firefly algorithm (OFA). The proposed method obtained 97.5% accuracy in the classification when compared to the existing method.